We consider simply connected, 2-step nilpotent Lie groups N, all of which are diffeomorphic to Euclidean spaces via the Lie group exponential map exp : ˆ→ N. We show that every such N with a suitable left invariant metric is the base space of a
Introduction
For finite dimensional real vector spaces U,V a linear map j : U → End(V) is called skew symmetrizable if there exists an inner product < , > V on V such that the elements of j(U) are skew symmetric relative to < , > V . If j is injective in addition, then we may define a (positive definite) inner product < , > U on U by < u, u* > = − trace j(u) j(u*). We obtain a unique 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra structure [ , ] on ˆ= V·U (orthogonal direct sum) such that U is contained in the center of ˆand < [X,Y], Z > U = < j(Z)(X), Y > V for all X,Y in V and Z in U. In section 2 we show that the isomorphism type of {ˆ, [ , ] } depends only on the image j(U) = W in End(V) and not on the particular injective, skew symmetrizable linear map j : U → End(V) or the choice of inner product < , > V .
In view of the statements above we are led to give special attention to metric 2-step nilpotent Lie algebras ˆ= Â n ·W, (orthogonal direct sum), where Â n has a fixed inner inner product < , > , and W is a p-dimensional subspace of so(n) with the inner product < X, Y >* = − trace (XY). The subspace W is by definition in the center of ˆ, and the 2-step nilpotent bracket operation on Â n is defined uniquely by the condition < [v, w] , Z >* = < Z(v), w > for all v,w in Â n and all Z in W. Such a Lie algebra ˆ= Â n ·W is called a standard metric 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra.
In section 2.6 we show that every 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra ˆis isomorphic as a Lie algebra to one of the standard metric 2-step nilpotent lie algebras ˆ= Â n ·W. The isomorphism is not uniquely determined but depends on the choice of a special basis of ˆ.
Let W be a subspace of so(n) and let G be the subalgebra of so(n) generated by W.
Let ˆ* = Â n ·G and ˆ = Â n ·W be the associated standard metric 2-step nilpotent Lie algebras. Let N* and N denote the corresponding simply connected metric 2-step nilpotent Lie groups. The orthogonal projection π : ˆ* → ˆis a surjective Lie algebra homomorphism that lifts to a surjective Lie group homomorphism ρ : N* → N such that dρ = π.
In section 3 we show that ρ : N* → N is a Riemannian submersion with flat, simply connected, totally geodesic fibers. Moreover, if N admits a lattice Γ, necessarily cocompact, then N* admits a lattice Γ* such that ρ(Γ*) = Γ, and there is an induced Riemannian submersion q : Γ* \ N* → Γ \ N whose fibers are flat, totally geodesic tori that are all isometric. Moreover, Ker (ρ) ∩ Γ* is a lattice in Ker (ρ). Conversely, if Ker (ρ) ∩ Γ* is a lattice in Ker (ρ) for some lattice Γ* in N*, then Γ= ρ(Γ*) is a lattice in N .
Lattices in a simply connected nilpotent Lie group N are not guaranteed to exist. In fact, lattices never exist for a " generic " simply connected 2-step nilpotent Lie group N of dimension n whose center has dimension p ≥ 3 if n is sufficiently large relative to p. See the beginning of section 4 and [E3] for more details. Mal'cev [M] has shown that a simply connected nilpotent Lie group N admits a lattice ⇔ the Lie algebra ˆhas a basis with rational structure constants. It is of interest to differential geometers to have criteria that guarantee the existence of lattices in the corresponding simply connected groups N.
For finite dimensional real vector spaces U,V a linear map j : U → End(V) will be called rational if there exist bases ı U for U and ı V for V such that j(Z) (OE−span (ı V ))
⊆ OE−span (ı V ) for all Z in ı U . Let j : U → End(V) be an injective, rational and skew symmetrizable linear map , and let {ˆ= V·U, [ , ] } be the 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra defined as above. If N is the simply connected 2-step nilpotent Lie group with Lie algebrâ , then the Mal'cev criterion implies that N admits a lattice (Proposition 2.7). In section 4
we use this result to show that lattices in simply connected 2-step nilpotent Lie groups N always exist in two special situations :
1) Fix an inner product on Â n , and let G be a semisimple subalgebra of so(n). A Chevalley basis Ç of the complexification G Ç gives rise to a " real " Chevalley basis Ç Â of G whose structure constants lie in # (cf. section (1.3a)). Let W be a subspace of G that admits a basis in G OE = OE−span (Ç Â ) and let ˆ= Â n ·W be the corresponding standard metric 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra. Then the simply connected Lie group N with Lie algebra ˆadmits a lattice Γ (Proposition 4.2).
If H is any subalgebra of so(n), then G = [H, H] is semisimple (cf. Appendix 1).
If ρ : G → GL(Â n ) is a representation of a compact semisimple Lie group , then the Lie algebra of ρ(G) is a semisimple subalgebra of so(n) for any ρ(G)-invariant inner product < , > on Â n . These spaces N of Heisenberg type arising from representations of Clifford algebras were first studied seriously by A. Kaplan in [K1, 2] . The existence of lattices in this context is known, but the treatment here is somewhat different and more detailed than in [K1] . The statements above from Appendices 1 and 2 are intended to motivate the study of 2-step nilpotent Lie groups N with left invariant metrics whose Lie algebras ˆare standard metric 2-step nilpotent Lie algebras. The proofs of these statements are not essential for this article, but both appendices may be found on the author's website at (www.math.unc.edu).
The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 contains basic material about 2-step nilpotent Lie algebras and lattices in simply connected 2-step nilpotent Lie groups. In section 2 we prove the facts stated in the first paragraph of the introduction, and we introduce standard metric 2-step nilpotent Lie algebras. In section 2.6 we show that every 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra is isomorphic to one of these. The Riemannian submersion result, stated earlier, is proved in section 3. The existence of lattices in the two situations mentioned above is proved in section 4.
I am indebted to D. Shapiro, who explained to me many details about Clifford algebras, and to J. Eschenburg, J. Heber and E. Heintze, who pointed out the importance and many of the basic properties of the Lie triple system examples. I am also grateful to Y.
Benoist, who explained to me an important step in the proof of Proposition 4.2.
Section 1 Lattices in nilpotent Lie groups ( 1 . 1 ) Basic information
General references for the material in this section are [CG] and [R] as well as the original paper of Mal'cev ( [Ma] ).
(1.1a) Definition and exponential map A Lie algebra ˆis nilpotent if ˆk = {0} for some positive integer k, where ˆ0 = and ˆk = [ˆ,ˆk
-1 ] for all k ≥ 1. The nilpotent Lie algebra ˆis said to be k-step if k = {0} but ˆk
We consider only nilpotent Lie algebras over Â. If N is a simply connected nilpotent Lie group with Lie algebra ˆ, then the Lie group exponential map exp : ˆ→ N is a diffeomorphism and we let log : N → ˆdenote its inverse. for all X, Y in l og (nn*) = log(n) + log(n*) + 1 2
[log(n) , log(n*)] for all n,n* ∈ N.
For elements n,n* in N let [n,n*] = nn*n −1 n* −1 . From (1.1b) we obtain
for all X,Y in ˆ.
( , ξ 2 , ... ξ n } is a basis of ˆwith rational structure constants as above, and if L is a vector lattice of ˆcontained in ˆOE = OE−span (ı), then the subgroup Γ of N generated by exp(L) is a lattice in N. Moreover, OE−span (ı) = OE−span (1.2c) Commensurability Example [CG, Theorem 5.4.2] Let Γ be a lattice in a simply connected, nilpotent Lie group N. Then there exist lattices Γ 1 and Γ 2 in N such that a) Γ 1 is a finite index subgroup of Γ and Γ is a finite index subgroup of Γ 2 .
b) Λ 1 = log(Γ 1 ) and Λ 2 = log(Γ 2 ) are vector lattices in ˆ.
(
. 3 ) Rationality
We first define rational structures, subalgebras and subgroups in a general setting and then specialize to the case of nilpotent Lie algebras.
(1.3a) Rational structures
, ξ 2 , ... ξ n } be a basis of an arbitrary real Lie algebra H such that 
Examples of rational structures Example 1
Let ˆbe a nilpotent Lie algebra . By the discussion in (1.2b) and (1.2c) the rational structures on ˆcorrespond bijectively to the commensurability classes of lattices in N, the simply connected Lie group with Lie algebra ˆ.
Example 2
Let G Ç denote a complex semisimple Lie algebra. If A is a Cartan subalgebra of G Ç with roots Λ ⊆ A*, then A defines a Chevalley basis Ç = {H α , X β : α,β ∈ Λ} of G Ç whose structure constants lie in # and which has the properties that i) ad A(X β ) =
See. [Hu, for a definition and discussion . The Chevalley basis Ç is not unique, but there are "natural " Chevalley bases Ç for the simple, complex Lie algebras G Ç in the classification A n , B n , C n , and D n . See for example [He, .
The complex semisimple Lie algebra G Ç has a real subalgebra G whose Killing form is negative definite and whose complexification is G Ç . The subalgebra G is called a compact real form of G Ç and is unique up to isomorphism. Conversely, if G is a real subalgebra whose Killing form is negative definite, then G Ç is semisimple and G is a compact real form of G Ç .
A compact real form G of a complex semisimple Lie algebra G Ç may be constructed as follows. From a Chevalley basis We now specialize to nilpotent Lie algebras.
Proposition ([CG, § 5.4])
Let ˆbe a nilpotent Lie algebra, and let ˆOE be a rational structure on ˆ. Let N be the simply connected nilpotent Lie group with Lie algebra ˆ. Let Γ be a lattice of N such that ˆOE = OE−span (log Γ).
A subalgebra ˆ* of ˆ is rational with respect to ˆOE if and only if Γ* = Γ ∩ N* is a lattice in N* = exp (ˆ*). Let ˆbe a nilpotent Lie algebra, and let N be the simply connected nilpotent Lie group with Lie algebra ˆ. The following subalgebras are rational with respect to the rational structure ˆOE = OE−span (log Γ) for any lattice Γ of N.
1) The center Û of ˆ.
2) The subalgebras ˆk = [ˆ,ˆk -1 ], where ˆ0 = ˆ (descending central series) 3) The subalgebras ˆk = {X ∈ ˆ:
(ascending central series)
If Û denotes the center of a nilpotent Lie algebra ˆ, and Z denotes the center of the corresponding simply connected Lie group N, then exp : Û → Z and log : Z → Û are group isomorphisms as well as diffeomorphisms since Û and Z are abelian. Here, addition is the group operation on Û. In particular, if Γ* is a lattice in Z, then log Γ* is a vector lattice in Û. Combining this fact with the proposition in (1.3b) and 1) of (1.3c) it follows that if Γ is a lattice in N, then (log Γ) ∩ Û = log (Γ ∩ Z) is a vector lattice in Û. A useful rational basis of P roposition Let N be a simply connected nilpotent Lie group with Lie algebra ˆ. Let Γ be a lattice in N and let ˆOE = OE−span (log Γ). Then there exists a basis ı = {X 1 , X 2 , ...
We first prove a stronger result for the special case that Λ = log Γ is a vector lattice in ˆ. This lemma will also be useful later.
Lemma
Let N and Γ be as above and suppose that Λ = log Γ is a vector lattice in ˆ. Then there exists a #−basis
If ˆis 2-step nilpotent, then the structure constants of ı lie in #.
Proof of the Lemma
Note that Λ' = ad(Λ) is a finitely generated free abelian group in ad(ˆ) ⊆ End(ˆ).
Let {X 1 ', X 2 ', ... , X n '} be a #−basis for Λ', and let {X 1 , X 2 , ... , X n } be elements of Λ such that ad X i = X i ' for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. By (1.3d) (log Γ) ∩ Û is a vector lattice in Û, and (log Γ) ∩ [ˆ,ˆ] is a vector lattice in [ˆ,ˆ] . Since P = (log Γ) ∩ Û and Q = (log Γ) ∩ [ˆ,ˆ] are finitely generated free #−modules with Q ⊆ P, the invariant factor theorem says that there exist #−bases 
Hence #−span (ı) = Λ = log Γ is closed under Lie brackets, and it follows that [ı, ı]
ae
Proof of the Proposition
Let Γ be a lattice of N. By 1.2c there exists a finite index subgroup Γ* of Γ such
#−basis for Λ* satisfying the four conditions of the lemma. By 1.2b OE−span (ı) = OE−span (log Γ*) = OE−span (log Γ). Assertion 4) of the Proposition now follows from assertion 4) of the lemma while assertion 1) of the Proposition holds since ı ⊆ log Γ* and Γ* ⊆ Γ. Since (log Γ*) ∩ Û and (log Γ) ∩ Û are vector lattices in Û, with the first contained in the second, it follows that OE−span
Assertions 2) and 3) of the Proposition now follow from assertions 2) and 3) of the lemma. 3) The ideals ˆ* and ‰ are uniquely determined up to isomorphism by 1). 4) If ˆhas a basis ı with rational structure constants, then ˆ* has a basis ı* with rational structure constants.
Proof
We begin by proving 3 To prove the existence of ˆ* and ‰ we choose ‰ to be any subspace of Û such that Û = [ˆ,ˆ]·‰. Let ◊ be a subspace of ˆsuch that ˆ= ◊·Û. If ˆ* = ◊·[ˆ,ˆ], then it is easy to check that ˆ* and ‰ satisfy 1) and 2).
We prove 4). Let ı be a basis of ˆwith rational structure constants. If N is the simply connected Lie group with Lie algebra ˆ, then by (1.2b) N admits a lattice Γ such
basis of ˆsuch that OE−span (ı') = OE−span (log Γ) = OE−span (ı), and ı' satisfies the conditions of (1.3e). 
Proposition
Let ˆ be a 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra, and let N be the simply connected nilpotent Lie group with Lie algebra ˆ. Let Û denote the center of ˆ. Then the following are equivalent :
be the linear map defined above by (*). Then the kernel of j has dimension p.
3) Let < , > denote an inner product on ˆ and also the corresponding left invariant metric on N. Then the Euclidean de Rham factor of {N, < , >} has dimension p, the dimension of the abelian factor of ˆ.
Proof
The equivalence of 1) and 2) follows immediately from the fact that j(Z) = 0 ⇔ Z is orthogonal to [ˆ, ˆ] for an element Z of Û. This fact is an immediate consequence of (*). The equivalence of 2) and 3) follows directly from Proposition 2.7 of [E1] and the proposition in (2.1) above.
ae Corollary Let ˆ be a 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra, and let N be the simply connected nilpotent Lie group with Lie algebra ˆ. Then the following are equivalent. 1) ˆhas a trivial abelian factor.
2) There exists an inner product < , > on ˆ such that the linear map j : Û → so(◊) from (*) is injective, where ◊ = Û -. 3) For every inner product < , > on ˆ the linear map j : Û → so(◊) from (*) is injective, where ◊ = Û -.
The implications 3) ⇒ 2) ⇒ 1) ⇒ 3) follow immediately from the proposition above.
ae (2.3) External direct sum constructions and partial uniqueness
We can extend the construction of (2.2b) in a way that will be useful for examples, two of which we describe below. Let V and U be finite dimensional real vector spaces, and let j : U → End(V) be a linear map. The map j will be called skew symmetrizable if
there exists an inner product < , > on V such that the elements of j(U) are skew symmetric relative to < , >. If j is skew symmetrizable, then an inner product < , > on ˆ= V·U will be said to be j−admissible if a) V and U are orthogonal relative to < , > and b) The elements of j(U) are skew symmetric relative to < , >. If < , > is any j−admissible inner product on ˆ, then we may define a 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra structure on ˆas in (2.2b). As an immediate consequence we obtain the following
Corollary
Let V and U be finite dimensional real vector spaces, and let j : U → End(V) be a skew symmetrizable linear map. Then every inner product < , > U on U determines a unique 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra structure given by (*) in (2.1) on the vector space ˆ= V·U.
Proof of the proposition
By the discussion at the end of (2.2b) it suffices to consider the case c=1; that is } is a Lie algebra isomorphism.
Proof
The skew symmetric transformations in j(U) leave each eigenspace V i of S invariant since the elements of j(U) commute with S. Let < , >* denote the restriction of < , > 1 and < , > 2 to U. For Z in U and i ≠ j we have 
. 
ae (2.3b) Standard external direct sum examples
By (2.2c) the linear map j in the corollary of (2.3a) is injective ⇔ ˆhas trivial abelian factor. If the map j is injective, then there is a family of preferred inner products < , > U on U that are unique up to scaling by positive constants. We obtain a family of external direct sum examples ˆ= V·U with trivial abelian factor that we call standard.
Proposition 1
Let V and U be finite dimensional real vector spaces, and let j : U → End(V) be an injective skew symmetrizable linear map. Let < , > V be an inner product on V such that the elements of j(U) are skew symmetric relative to < , > V . For any positive constant c let < , > c be the inner product on U defined by < u, u* > = − c 2 trace j(u) j(u*) for any
be the 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra structure on ˆ= V·U defined in (2.2b). Then ˆ has no abelian factor, and [ , ] c is independent, up to isomorphism, of the choice of inner product < , > V on V and the positive constant c.
Proof
For any positive number c the symmetric bilinear form < , > c on U is positive definite since j : U → End(V) is injective and skew symmetrizable. 
It suffices to prove this in the case that j 1 : U 1 → End(V) is any injective skew symmetrizable linear map, U 2 = j 1 (U 1 ) = W and j 2 is the inclusion map i : W → End(V).
Fix an inner product < , > V on V such that W = j 1 (U 1 ) ⊆ so(V, < , > V ). Define inner products < , > 1 on U 1 and < , > 2 on W = U 2 by < u, u* > 1 = − trace j 1 (u) j 1 (u*) for u, u* in U 1 and < Z, Z* > 2 = − trace j 2 (Z) j 2 (Z*) = − trace (Z Z*) for Z, Z* in U 2 = W. be the corresponding 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra structures on ˆ1 = V·U 1 and ˆ2 = V·U 2 = V·W defined as in (2.2b).
Let ƒ : ˆ1 → ˆ2 be the linear isomorphism defined by ƒ = Id on V and ƒ = j 1 on U 1 . We assert that ƒ :
} is a Lie algebra isomorphism.
Let elements X,Y in V and Z in W be given. Let u 1 in U 1 be the unique element such that In geometric applications it is often desirable to choose a G−invariant inner product 
Remark
If G is a compact, connected, semisimple Lie group and j = dρ : G → End(V) is injective, then the 2-step nilpotent structures on ˆ= V·G defined as in (2.3) by Ginvariant inner products on G are all isomorphic.
The proof of this statement in full generality requires a generalization of the proposition in (2.3a), which we omit. We consider only the case that G and G are simple.
If G is a simple compact Lie group and the representation ρ : G → GL ( Conversely, let {U, < , >*} be an n-dimensional real inner product space, and let C…(n) denote the negative definite real Clifford algebra determined by {U, < , >*}. Let j : C…(n) → End(V) be a representation of C…(n) on a finite dimensional real vector space V.
By definition j(Z) 2 = −Z 2 Id for every Z in U. The subgroup G = Pin(n) of C…(n) generated by the unit vectors in U is a compact subgroup of the group of units of C…(n).
See for example [FH, . By a standard averaging procedure we may choose an inner product < , > on V such that j(G) is a compact subgroup of the orthogonal group O(V, < , >). If Z is a unit vector in {U, < , >}, then j(Z) is an orthogonal transformation of {V, < , >} such that j(Z) 2 = − Id. It follows that j(Z) is also skew symmetric on {V, < , >} since j(Z) t = j(Z) −1 = − j(Z). Hence j(Z) is skew symmetric for all Z in U.
The inner products < , > on V and < , >* on U determine a j−admissible inner product on ˆ= V·U. The corresponding 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra structure [ , ] on is standard in the sense of (2.3b) by the proposition in (2.3a) and the identity (#) above. 
Remarks

Remark
It is easy to see from the definition that [ˆ, ˆ] = W for any one of these metric 2-step nilpotent Lie algebras {ˆ, < , >}, ˆ= V·W. Moreover, W = Û, the center of ˆ, if and only if for every nonzero vector X of V there exists a vector Z of W such that Z(X) is nonzero. We omit the details.
Terminology
A metric 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra {ˆ, < , >} will be called standard if it arises in the manner above. A metric 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra {ˆ, < , >} will be called involutive if it is standard and the subspace W of so(V) is actually a subalgebra of so(V).
Let {N, < , >} be the simply connected 2-step nilpotent Lie group with Lie algebra ˆand corresponding left invariant metric. We say that {N, < , >} is a standard metric 2-step nilpotent Lie group (respectively an involutive metric 2-step nilpotent Lie group) if {ˆ, < , >} is a standard metric 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra ( respectively an involutive metric 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra).
Important special cases
We describe three ways to choose subspaces W in so(V) that have geometric significance. The first two arise from the discussion in (2.4). 
Representations of real Clifford algebras
Let {U, < , >} be an n-dimensional real inner product space, and let C…(n) denote the negative definite real Clifford algebra determined by {U, < , >}. Let j : C…(n) → GL(V) be a representation of C…(n) on a finite dimensional real vector space V. As in (2.3) choose an inner product < , > on V such that W = j(U) ⊆ so(V). The subspace W is a Lie triple system.
Lie triple systems
Let n be any positive integer, and let W be a subspace of so(n) such that [X, [Y,Z] ] ∈ W for all elements X,Y,Z of W. The subspace W is called a Lie triple system in so(n), and it is well known from the theory of Riemannian symmetric spaces that exp(W) is a totally geodesic subspace of the special orthogonal group SO(n) equipped with a biinvariant Riemannian metric, where exp : so(n) → SO(n) is the matrix exponential map.
The Lie triple systems in so(n) form an important class of examples whose significance is described in more detail in the introduction and in Appendix 1.
(2.6)
Metrizing 2-step nilpotent Lie algebras into standard form
We show next that every 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra ˆwith an appropriate inner product < , > is a standard metric 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra.
Proposition
Let ˆbe a 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra of dimension n+q such that [ˆ, ˆ] has dimension q ≥ 1. Then 1) There exists a q-dimensional subspace W of so(n) such that ˆis isomorphic as a Lie algebra to the standard metric 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra ˆ* = Â n · W. 2) If ˆadmits a basis with rational structure constants, then we may choose W to have a basis whose matrices have entries in # relative to the standard orthonormal basis Furthermore, since each C r is skew symmetric we have < T( 2) Let W be a rational subspace of so(n). Then for any g in GL(Â n ) the inclusion map j : gWg ⊆ so(Â n , < , > g ).
3) Let W be a subalgebra of End(Â n ) whose Killing form B is negative definite.
Then the inclusion map j : W → End (Â n ) is an injective, skew symmetrizable, rational linear map. This assertion is proved in Proposition 4.2 below.
We introduce some terminology before stating the next result. Say that V is irreducible relative to a subspace W of End(V) if no proper subspace of V is invariant under all elements of W. Say that an inner product < , > on V is W-invariant if W ⊆ so(V, < , >.
Let j : U → End(V) be an injective, rational and skew symmetrizable linear map , and let {ˆ= V·U, [ , ]} be the 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra defined in Proposition 1 of (2.3b). Suppose that V is irreducible relative to W = j(U). Then ˆ admits a basis with rational structure constants. In particular if N is the simply connected 2-step nilpotent Lie group with Lie algebra ˆ, then N admits a lattice.
The proof of the Proposition follows immediately from Lemmas 2 and 3 below and the Mal'cev criterion for lattices from section 1. As an immediate consequence of the result above and the discussion preceding it we obtain the following
Corollary
Fix an inner product < , > on Â n and let W be a rational subspace of so(n) ⊆ End(Â n ) such that Â n is irreducible relative to W. Let ˆ= Â n ·W be the corresponding standard metric 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra. Then ˆ admits a basis with rational structure constants. If N is the simply connected 2-step nilpotent Lie group with Lie algebra ˆ, then N admits a lattice.
Remark
In view of the " natural " rational subspaces of so(n) defined above in 1) the corollary contains a converse to 2) of the proposition in (2.6).
We now begin the proof of the Proposition.
Lemma 1
Let {V, < , >} be a finite dimensional real inner product space, and let Lie algebra as defined in Proposition 1 of (2.3b). Then {v 1 , v 2 , ... , v n , ξ 1 , ξ 2 , ... , ξ p } is a basis for ˆwith rational structure constants.
Lemma 3
Let V be a finite dimensional real vector space, and let W be a rational subspace of End(V) with respect to bases {v 1 , v 2 , ... , v n } of V and {ξ 1 , ξ 2 , ... , ξ p } of W. Suppose furthermore that V is irreducible relative to W.
Let < , >* be a W-invariant inner product on V. Then there exists a positive constant c such that if < , > = c < , >*, then < , > is W-invariant and < v i , v j > is a rational number for all 1 ≤ i,j ≤ n.
Proof of Lemma 1
We omit the proof of 1). To prove 2) it suffices to find an orthogonal basis 
Proof of Lemma 3 Sublemma 3a
If V is irreducible relative to a subspace W of so(V, < , >*), then the W -invariant inner products < , > on V have the form cB o , where B o = < , >* and c > 0.
Proof of Sublemma 3a
By hypothesis V admits a W-invariant inner product < , >*. Now let < , > 1 and < , > 2 be two W-invariant inner products on V, and let S : V → V be the linear transformation such that < v, w > 2 = < Sv, w > 1 for all v,w ∈ V. The transformation S is symmetric with respect to both < , > 1 and < , > 2 , and S commutes with all elements of W.
In particular, the elements of W leave invariant each eigenspace of V, and it follows that S is a multiple of the identity.
ae Let < , >* be the given W-invariant inner product on V. Let B denote the Â-vector space of symmetric, bilinear forms on V (not necessarily positive definite). Recall that the action of End(V) on B is given by (XB)(v, w) = B(Xv, w) + B(v, Xw) for all B ∈ B and all v,w ∈ V. We say that B ∈ B is W-invariant if XB = 0 for all X ∈ W.
Sublemma 3b
Let V be irreducible relative to a subspace W of so(V, < , >*). Let W be the subspace of B consisting of W-invariant bilinear forms on V. Then dim Â W = 1 and W is generated by a positive definite symmetric bilinear form B o .
Proof of Sublemma 3b
By ae
Section 3 Riemannian submersions
In this section we prove the following result. See (2.5) for terminology.
Theorem
Let ˆbe a 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra , and let N denote the corresponding simply connected nilpotent Lie group with Lie algebra ˆ. Then there exists a left invariant metric < , > on N, an involutive metric 2-step nilpotent Lie group {N*, < , >*} and a surjective homomorphism ρ: N* → N with the following properties : 1) ρ is a Riemannian submersion whose fibers are simply connected, flat totally geodesic submanifolds of N*. The fibers of ρ are the orbits of Ker (ρ), which is a simply connected, totally geodesic subgroup of the center Z* of N*.
2) If N admits a lattice Γ, then for a suitable choice of N* there exists a lattice Γ* of N* such that ρ(Γ*) = Γ and Γ* ∩ Ker (ρ) is a lattice in Ker (ρ). 
Remark
As we shall see, the definition of ˆ* and N* depends upon a representation of â s a standard metric 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra. This representation is not unique (cf.
(2.6)), and it is an interesting problem to determine a representation that is " optimal " with respect to some reasonable constraint.
Proof
By the proposition in (2.6) ˆis isomorphic as a Lie algebra to a standard metric 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra ˆ' = Â n ·W, where ˆhas dimension n+p, [ˆ, ˆ] has dimension p, Â n is given the standard inner product and W is a p-dimensional subspace of so(n). Let ˆbe given the inner product < , > that makes this isomorphism also a linear isometry. Henceforth we regard {ˆ,< , >} as the standard metric 2-step nilpotent Lie
Let G denote the subalgebra of so(n) generated by W, and let ˆ* be the involutive Regarding ˆ as a subspace of ˆ* we let π : ˆ* → ˆbe the surjective linear map such that π is the identity on Â n and π : G → W is the orthogonal projection relative to the canonical inner product on so(n) (cf. (2.5)). We show that π : ˆ* → ˆis a surjective Lie algebra homomorphism and that the lifted homomorphism ρ : N* → N with π = dρ satisfies the statements of the proposition.
Proof of 1) of the theorem.
We begin the proof of 1). From the definitions a routine argument yields
(3.1) Lemma
The map π : ˆ* → ˆis a surjective Lie algebra homomorphism and π(ξ) = ξ for any vector ξ ∈ ˆ = Ker (π) -.
If N* is the simply connected nilpotent Lie group with Lie algebra ˆ*, then there exists a unique homomorphism ρ: N* → N such that dρ = π : ˆ* → ˆ. The homomorphism ρ is surjective since dρ is surjective.
(3.2) Lemma
Ker (ρ) = exp* (Ker (π)), where exp* : ˆ* → N* is the Lie group exponential map of N*. In particular, Ker (ρ) is a simply connected subgroup of Z*, the center of N*.
Proof
Note that Ker (π) ⊆ G ⊆ Û*, the center of ˆ*, and the exponential maps exp : → N and exp* : ˆ* → N* are diffeomorphisms satisfying ρ ο exp* = exp ο dρ. The proof is now straightforward.
ae (3.3) Lemma
The fibers of ρ: N* → N are the orbits of Ker (ρ) and are flat, totally geodesic submanifolds of N*. In particular, Ker (ρ) is a totally geodesic subgroup of N*.
Proof
Clearly ρ −1 (ρ(n*)) = n* . Ker (ρ) for all n* ∈N*. Since Ker (ρ) ⊆ Z* it follows from d) of (2.3) in [E1] that Ker (ρ) is a flat submanifold of N*. From c) of (2.2) in [E1] and (2.10) of [E1] we see that Ker (ρ) is a totally geodesic submanifold of N*. The orbits n* . Ker (ρ) are also flat, totally geodesic submanifolds of N* since left multiplication by an element n* of N* is an isometry.
ae
To complete the proof of 1) of the theorem we must show that ρ : N* → N is a Riemannian submersion. Given n* ∈ N* let X ⊆ T n* N* be the kernel of (dρ) n* : T n* N* → T n N, where n = ρ(n*). Since dρ ο dL n* = dL ρ(n*) ο dρ = dL n ο π , it follows that X = dL n* (Ker (π)) and hence X -= dL n* (Ker (π) -). Given ξ ∈ X -we write ξ = dL n* (ξ') for some ξ' ∈ Ker (π)
-and note that π(ξ') = ξ' by (3.1). Using (3.1) and the discussion above we obtain dρ(ξ) = dρ(dL n* (ξ')) = dL n (π(ξ')) = dL n (ξ') =ξ' = ξ since L n* and L n are isometries of N* and N. This completes the proof of 1).
Proof of 2) of the theorem.
We begin the proof of 2). As in the proof of the proposition in (1.3e) we suppose first that Λ = log Γ is a vector lattice in ˆ.
Case 1 Λ = log Γ is a vector lattice in (
3.4) Lemma
Let Λ = log Γ be a vector lattice in ˆ. Then we may assume that 1) ˆ= Â n ·W, a standard metric 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra such that Â n has the standard inner product and W is a subspace of so(n) with a basis for every i,j,k , and < Z α , C β > = δ αβ for all 1 ≤ α,β ≤ p.
2) Λ = log Γ = #−span {e 1 , e 2 , ... ,e n , Z 1 , Z 2 , ... , Z p }.
Proof
This follows from the proof of the proposition in (2.6). 
Observe that < Z k *, Z j * > = − trace (Z k * Z j *) ∈ OE for all 1 ≤ j,k ≤ p+q by 3) of Lemma (3.5). Furthermore, < [e i , e j ]*, Z k * > = < Z k *(e i ), e j > ∈ OE for 1 ≤ i,j ≤ n and 1 We are now ready to complete the proof of 2) of the theorem in the case that Λ = log Γ is a vector lattice in ˆ. By 2) of Lemma (3.4) Λ = log Γ = #−span {e 1 , e 2 , ... ,e n , Z 1 , Z 2 , ... , Z p }. By Lemma (3.6) ˆ* OE = OE−span (ı*) is a Lie algebra over OE such that ˆ* OE ⊗ OE Â is isomorphic to ˆ*. Let N* denote the simply connected 2-step nilpotent Lie group with Lie algebra ˆ*, and let exp* : ˆ* → N* denote the exponential map. If L* = #−span (ı*), then by a) of (1.2b) exp*(L*) generates a lattice Γ* in N*.
We assert that ρ(Γ*) = Γ, where ρ : N* → N is the surjective homomorphism and Riemannian submersion whose existence was established in assertion 1) of the theorem.
This will complete the proof of assertion 2) of the theorem in the case that Λ = log Γ. We recall from the proof of 1) that π = dρ : ˆ* → ˆis the orthogonal projection, where we regard ˆ= Â n ·W as a vector subspace of ˆ* = Â n ·G. In particular, π fixes each of the elements in the set ı ={e 1 , e 2 , ... , e n , Z 1 , Z 2 , ... , Z p }, whose #−span is Λ by Lemma (3.4) , and π annihilates the remaining elements {Z p+1 *, Z p+2 *, ... , Z p+q *} of ı*, which are orthogonal to ı by Lemma (3.5). If exp : ˆ→ N and exp* : ˆ* → N* are the Lie group exponential maps, then
and it follows that Γ* ⊆ ρ −1
(Γ) since exp* (L*) generates Γ*. We have proved that ρ(Γ*) ⊆ Γ. To prove that equality holds we note that for any element γ ∈ Γ, log γ ∈ log(Γ) = Λ ⊆ L*. It follows that γ* = exp* (log γ) ∈ exp* (L*) ⊆ Γ*. Finally ρ(γ*) = (ρ ο exp*) (log γ) = (exp ο π) (log γ) = exp (log γ) = γ since π is the identity on log Γ ⊆ ˆ. 2) ρ(Γ*) is a cocompact lattice in H.
If H* and H are simply connected nilpotent Lie groups, then 1) and 2) are equivalent to 3) Ker (dρ) is a rational subalgebra of H* relative to the rational structure H* OE = OE−span (log Γ*).
We first prove the equivalence of 1) and 3) in the case that H* and H are simply connected nilpotent Lie groups. The Lie algebra of Ker (ρ) is Ker (dρ) and hence exp (Ker (dρ)) ⊆ Ker (ρ). Equality holds since exp(Ker(dρ)) is a simply connected Lie group by (1.1a) and (1.1b) and Ker(ρ) is connected by hypothesis. The equivalence of 1) and 3) now follows from (1.3b).
The proof of 1) ⇒ 2) is contained in Lemma 5.1.4 of [CG] . We prove 2) ⇒ 1).
Since Γ* is a cocompact lattice in H It is routine to verify that q is well defined. From a) it follows that q has maximal rank at every point since π and π* are local isometries and ρ has maximal rank at every point.
Hence
b) The fibers of q are compact submanifolds of Γ* \ N*.
From a) we also obtain by straightforward arguments c) q −1 (πn) = π*(ρ −1 (n)) for every n ∈ N. Let π' : Z' → Γ' \ Z' denote the projection. For each n ∈ N fix an element n* ∈ ρ −1 (n) and observe that ρ −1 (n) = n* Z'. Define a map T n : q −1 (πn) = π*(ρ −1 (n)) → Γ' \ Z' by T n (π*(n*z')) = π' (z') for every z' ∈ Z'. It is straightforward to verify that T n is well defined and a bijection. Since T n ο π* ο L n* = π' it follows that T n is a local isometry since π' and π* are local isometries and L n* is an isometry. Therefore
is an isometry for every n ∈ N, and the proof of 4) is complete.
ae Section 4 Existence and nonexistence of lattices
. 1 Nonexistence of lattices
Typically lattices will not exist in a simply connected 2-step nilpotent Lie group N.
A " generic " 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra with dimension n and center of dimension p will not admit a lattice if p ≥ 3 and n is sufficiently large relative to p. See [E 3] for details. For the convenience of the reader we outline a proof here.
It is shown in [E3] that the set of isomorphism classes of 2-step nilpotent Lie algebras with dimension n and center of dimension p < n is an orbit space X(p) / G, where G = GL(n, Â) and X(p) is a smooth manifold of dimension pq + pD, where q = n − p and D = (1/2)q(q−1). The set of elements in X(p) with rational structure constants is a countable union of G-orbits. If q is sufficiently large relative to p, then the dimension of X(p) will be larger than the dimension of any of the G-orbits, and hence the union of countably many G-orbits will be a null set in X(p).
Existence of lattices
The focus of this section will be on criteria that guarantee the existence of a lattice in a simply connected 2-step nilpotent Lie group N. We concentrate on two cases : 1) â rises from a rational subspace W ⊆ G OE (cf. (1.3a) ), where G is a compact, semisimple
Lie subalgebra of End(V), V a finite dimensional real vector space, and 2) ˆarises from a representation of a Clifford algebra. A brief discussion of the second case may be found in [K1] .
Lattices in spaces defined by compact semisimple Lie algebras Proposition 4.2
Let V be a finite dimensional real vector space. Let G be a subalgebra of End(V) whose Killing form is negative definite. Then 1) There exists an inner product < , > on V such that G ⊆ so(V), the vector space of skew symmetric linear transformations of {V, < , >}.
2) Let < , > be any inner product on V such that G ⊆ so(V). Let W be a rational subspace of G relative to the rational structure G OE defined in (1.3a). Let ˆ= V·W be the corresponding standard metric 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra defined in (2.5). If N is the simply connected Lie group with Lie algebra ˆ, then N admits a lattice Γ. Remarks 1) By the proposition in (2.3a) any two G-invariant inner products on V determine isomorphic Lie algebras ˆ= V·W for W as in 2) above.
2) The Killing form of a subalgebra H of End(V) is negative definite ⇔ H is the Lie algebra of a compact semisimple subgroup H of GL(V). (Any Lie group H with Lie algebra H is compact. See Proposition 6.6 and Corollary 6.7 of [He, . The Lie subgroup H ⊆ GL(V) with Lie algebra H is closed in the topology of End(V) by the semisimplicity of H. See [Mos, p.614] 
)).
In particular, a) If G is any compact semisimple Lie group, and ρ : G → GL(V) is a nontrivial representation of G, then the Lie algebra G of ρ(G) has negative definite Killing form. b) If < , > is any inner product on V and H is any subalgebra of so(V), then G = [H, H] has negative definite Killing form. See Appendix 1 for further details.
3) The discussion of example 2 in (1.3a) explains how to compute G OE if G is the compact real form of a simple, complex Lie algebra G Ç in the classification A n , B n , C n and D n . From this case one may readily compute G OE in the case that G Ç is a direct sum of these classical, simple, complex Lie algebras.
Proof of Proposition 4.2
By remark 2) above G is the Lie algebra of a compact semisimple subgroup G of End(V). If < , > is a G-invariant inner product, which exists by a well known averaging process, then G ⊆ so(V). This proves 1). It suffices to prove 2) for a single G-invariant inner product < , > on V by remark 1) above.
Since G is a compact semisimple Lie algebra, a result of [E2] says that the real Chevalley basis Ç Â of G defined in example 2 of (1.3a) has the following property : Let V be any finite dimensional real G-module. 
Lattices in 2-step nilpotent Lie groups of Heisenberg type
See example 2 of (2.5) for a definition and discussion of Lie groups of Heisenberg type. The next result must certainly be known, but in the literature the author is aware only of the version sketched in [K1] .
Proposition 4.3
Let {N, < , >} be a simply connected 2-step nilpotent Lie group with a left invariant metric that is a space of Heisenberg type. Then N admits a lattice Γ.
Proof
We shall need a preliminary result. Let {Û,< , >} be a finite dimensional real inner product space of dimension m ≥ 2, and fix an orthonormal basis {Z 1 , Z 2 , ... Z m } of Û.
Let C…(Û) denote the real negative definite Clifford algebra determined by {Û,< , >}. (1) A k is a skew symmetric matrix such that A k 2 = − Id for 1 ≤ k ≤ m.
(2) A i A j = − A j A i for all 1 ≤ i ≠ j ≤ m.
(3) Each entry of A k is 0, 1 or − 1 for all k, 1 ≤ k ≤ m.
Proof of Proposition 4.3
We postpone the proof of the lemma for the moment and use it to complete the proof of the Proposition. We define a 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra {ˆ*, [ , ]*} that has a basis with rational structure constants and is Lie algebra isomorphic to {ˆ, [S] or Appendix 2 for a definition of ρ(n) and see Appendix 2 for a calculation of d(m), which is periodic mod 8.) By [S, pp.237-238] there exist n x n matrices {A 1 , A 2 , ... , A m } that satisfy the properties (1), (2) and (3) The two appendices can be found on the author's website at (www.math.unc.edu).
